URBAN BIRDS
are causing major problems for buildings, structures
and the public...
Dynamic Abseiling Services specialise in installing Network Bird products on any commercial or
domestic buildings or structures. Our trained rope access teams are experienced in installing a number
of different systems, that have been developed for bird proofing

Bird Wire

An electric track system gives
birds an uncomfortable but
harmless electrical shock, which
deters them from landing. Low
visibility and especially useful
in protecting awkward shaped
signs, parapets, edges, ledges,
pipework and roof ridges. Highly
effective in deterring all bird
species in all levels of pressure.

Netting is one of the most
popular and cost effective.
Can be used to protect a very
wide range of structures, plant,
equipment, voids, ledges,
shop canopies and complete
roof areas. Special flexible
net frames are also available
to support nets away from
features such as statues, lights,
decorative items and signs.

The wire system involves thin
sprung wires mounted on posts
just above the building surface,
well suited to ledges, beams,
parapets, gutters and roof
ridges. A very adaptable and
discreet system used widely.

Bird spikes are the simplest and
most cost effective solution for
deterring seagulls, pigeons and
starlings in low-pressure areas.
Special clips are available for
installation to windows, gutters
and beams.

Other systems:
Freely rotating wire
Audible and visual
Wire mesh

Contact us for a free site survey to discuss any bird problem and select the correct proofing
system for your requirements. We also provide a follow up inspection and maintenance
service to maintain the integrity of protection provided.
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Dynamic Abseiling Services is also in the position to provide a further cleaning service for any areas affected by bird related grime.
Visit our website for all services provided.

